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How to play blackbird on piano

Cribbage is a card game that dates back to the 17th century. It can be played with three, four or more players, but traditionally is played with only two players. This article will be a guide for cribbage rules for beginners.History of Cribbage and Object of the GameCribbage is said to have been invented by wealthy English poet, Sir John Suckling. The
scoring of cribbage is done using a cribbage board that is rectangular and has holes throughout the board where the pegging takes place.The goal of cribbage is to be the first player to score 121 points. Making card combinations is how points are acquired. The point system includes three of a kind, runs of three or more, flushes, pairs and any cards
that add up to the sum of 15.DealingBoth players cut the deck and the one who draws the lowest card deals first. If you are the dealer, you shuffle the deck and deal six cards to each player. Each player then looks at the six cards in his or her hand and selects two cards to go into the crib. The four cards that make up the crib belong to the dealer, to
be counted at the end of that hand.Starter Card SelectionThe player who is the nondealer then cuts the pack, and the dealer selects the top card and places it face up on top of the pack as this is now the starter card. If this card ends up being a jack, the dealer then pegs two points automatically. This card is used at the end of the hand when the
points are counted both each player.Playing the GameAfter the starter card is turned over, the non-dealer goes first and lays down a card. The dealer goes next and lays down a card; this alternating play continues until 31 is reached or gets close without being exceeded. As each player lays down his or her card, he or she announces the total. If a
player lays down a card that makes the total 31, he or she pegs two points. Play then starts over from zero.Point CombinationsCombinations that produce points can be pairs, runs, flushes and combinations of 15. A triplet gains six points, four of a kind is worth 12 points, a three-card run is worth eight points while a four-card run gains 10 points. The
highest possible scoring hand is 29 points. For this score to occur, the starter card must be a five. The other cards in your hand must be three fives and the jack of the same suit as the starter card, which gains you one point. Being dealt this hand is extremely hard to achieve. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET For a more in-depth tutorial
click here. Questions? Remarks? Show me how you play this song! Please leave a comment below! I’m also very curious which tutorial you’d like to see next! In this lesson I’ll be talking a little more about translating different instrument parts to the piano, and thus: how you can make your very own piano-part for any song (even those that haven’t got
any piano in it) using chords and -especially- choosing your patterns wisely. To make sure (or at least enhance the chance) that you’ll all be able to follow what I’m talking about, I’ll be using the very, very beautiful song ‘Blackbird’ by Paul McCartney, which is played entirely on a solo acoustic guitar, to keep you out of the maze of many different
instruments to listen to and copy. This way I hope you’ll all be able to hear what I’m talking about, when referring to the original version. Although ‘Blackbird’ has a lot (!) of different chords, some of them a little more advanced (remember you can always ‘strip the level of the song down’ to your level of playing, by leaving out all the chord extension
notes such as 7’s, 9’s, 6’s etc. and just playing the major or minor chord that is written without any of the additions in the chord symbol), nailing this song actually comes down to nailing the main pattern, that carries this entire version of the song. In other words: although this song might seem very difficult to some of you, actually the only thing you
have to do is change to the correct chord / voicing at the correct moment, while continuously playing the same pattern. Simple eh? You’d be surprised for how many songs this exact rule works. First, let’s take a look at the possible end result: Patterns and their magic. This song is a perfect demonstration of how a pattern (which in itself also defines
the ‘rhythm’ and ‘groove’ of a song) can form a very large and important part, namely the ‘feel’, of a song. Keeping the pattern steady and shifting it to different harmonies can create a beautiful carpet-like instrumental part. This is very often the way guitar parts (like ‘Blackbird’) are written. Acing the pattern = learning the song. So step one to learn
this seemingly hard-to-play version, would be to pick one of the chords, (I’d suggest to pick the ‘main’ and the first one, G for this) and first practice the pattern. Once you can play it in a steady groove, just switch your fingers to the next voicing and keep on playing the same pattern. Step two: learn and memorise all different chords and voicings and
‘voila’! (ok, for this song that is indeed quite a task in itself, but hey, not a whole lot of pop-songs have this many different chords/voicings, so this can almost only get easier!). Nailing the main groove. The basic part of the pattern this whole version is built on, is my own interpretation of Paul McCarney’s mellow, steady rocking, ‘one-and-two-andthree-and-four‘ – groove. What the hell does that mean, you ask? Well, put yourself in my position right now, and try to explain a rhythmic feel in words, Jeeez! :). Just kiddin. What I mean is that in this groove all eighth-beats are played, but with emphasis on all quarter-beats. (without any more funnyman-business, listening to grooves in fact does
always work way better than reading text that tries to catch it in words. So please listen to the original of ‘Blackbird’ for a better understanding of what I mean). To translate this feel to the piano, play the chord G by voicing it with notes ‘g’ (the 1/root of the chord) and ‘d’ (the 5 of the chord) in your left hand alternating: one after another, ‘g’-‘d’-‘g’-‘d’
etc., in a steady pace, while emphasising all ‘g’s’ (which all fall on the quarter beats, one,two,three,four). Play the ‘g’ (1) with your pinky and the ‘d’ (5) with your thumb. Keeping this alternation between two different bass notes, being the root and in this case the ‘5’ (on other chords it will often be a different number or extension to the chord, because
of the fact this upper note will often remain on the same note for a couple of chords in a row (‘g’ in most cases), changing the relation to the root) of the chord steady throughout the entire song, is the base of the groove of the entire song. Just make sure you play ‘one-and-two-and-three-and-four’ i.e. all the eight beats with your left hand, with the
notes indicated in the voicing-pictures. Next, add your right hand by playing the chord G (in any voicing of your liking, that is not the point at this moment) on all ‘one’s’. So on every first count of all measures. Easy, right? As you will try and learn the song, you’ll see that on most of the chords (the ones last one quarter-beat), this is actually it! For
chords that last two or more quarter beats, the pattern is extended. To learn this, there is a next (final) step: This pattern revolves around a ‘bottom note – upper two notes’ pattern with your right hand, as learned in the course, added to the ‘alternating eighth-beats’ pattern played with the left hand. How it works in words: Left hand: All eight beats,
alternating between the bottom note (the root of the chord) on all quarter beats, and the top note (depending on the chord it will be the ‘5’, ‘4’, ‘3’, ‘2’ or ‘7’ of the chord, just follow the notes indicated with the blue dots (indicating they’re played later)) on all the other eighth beats. Right hand: The whole voicing (as indicated) on the ‘one’ (first quarter
beat), then the lowest note of the right hand voicing, on the sixteenth-beat that comes right after the second eighth-beat (the first time you play the upper note of the left hand voicing, on the G chord this would be the ‘d’). This thus is the fourth sixteenth-beat, which falls right between the first ‘d’ and the second ‘g’ in your left hand. Next, again the
whole voicing is played on the sixth sixteenth-beat, which is the beat that falls right between the second bottom note (on the G chord the ‘g’) i.e. the ‘two’, or second quarter-beat, and the second upper note (on the G chord the ‘d’): the fourth eighth-beat. Holy mac! What a description. This sounds terribly difficult like this, doesn’t it? Technical terms
and all.. gotta love ’em! I had to write it down, for more than one reason (credibility, being a pretty big one of ’em), but I’d suggest you just watch this video and try to copy (SLOWLY!). Alright, actually that is it! Well, you still gotta learn those chords, of course ;). As said, the rest of the song is all just about shifting your hands to the correct voicings
(as indicated on the pictures) and keeping this pattern steady, so just follow the video and all will be good. If not, please leave a comment with your question! Make sure your left hand keeps on playing all eighth-beats. This is in fact even more important than playing the exact correct notes. You could alternate between all ‘1’s’ and ‘5’s’ or between
octaves for that matter, to simplify the voicings. Really doesn’t matter that much. Just keep ’em alternating and keep ’em steady! Final insight into the voicings: Do you see how many times the note ‘g’ is played, especially as the top note in the left hand voicings? While it’s ‘function’ (it’s relation to the root) constantly changes (for instance, on C it is
the ‘5’ on D it is the ‘4’ on A it is the ‘7’), ‘g’, the root note of the song, keeps coming back in almost all the many different harmonies, all the time adding a sort of ‘familiar’ feeling. The whole song ‘evolving’ around this note, is one of the main and many beauties of this song. Music theory meets feeling and wonderful songwriting quality at it’s very
best. Please don’t forget to ‘like’ and ‘share’ and please leave a comment below! Happy playing and see ya next time. Cheers, Coen
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